Low-frequency f luctuations in semiconductor lasers with optical feedback are investigated when high-frequency modulation is applied to an injection current. Synchronization of the laser output power with the modulation within 63 MHz centered at the frequency corresponding to the external cavity mode was observed. However, for modulation of the detuned frequency from the external cavity mode, low-frequency f luctuations were induced in the laser output power, and these f luctuations were observed within a range of modulation of approximately 6100 MHz at the center frequency of the external cavity mode.
It is well known that instability of the output power from a semiconductor laser is greatly enhanced when light is fed back from an external ref lector. The behavior of a semiconductor laser is considerably affected by system parameters such as external ref lectivity, external cavity length, and bias injection current. A semiconductor laser with optical feedback is an attractive system from the viewpoint of investigating chaos dynamics in optics. Optical feedback gives rise to periodic and chaotic oscillations in the laser output power and sometimes leads to internal mode hopping or coherence collapse. One of the unstable features of the laser output is that the power drops with the frequency within the range of several to several tens of megahertz. This phenomenon is known as low-frequency f luctuation (LFF). In the past decade several studies of the dynamics of LFF have been conducted from both the theoretical and the experimental standpoints. 1 -12 ; however, the dynamics and the origin of the LFF have not been well understood until now. Recently the LFF was explained theoretically as the collision between a local chaotic attractor and an antimode, 9 as a chaotic itinerary with a drift, 10, 11 or as competition between stable and unstable external cavity modes. 12 Experimentally, it was demonstrated that LFF is greatly dependent on injection current. At f irst, LFF was recognized in a low-injection current near the threshold, but recently it was also observed in a rather high injection current. 11 Thus, the LFF is a universal phenomenon in semiconductor lasers with optical feedback.
In this Letter we experimentally investigate LFF for high-frequency injection-current modulation in a semiconductor laser with optical feedback. At a modulation frequency within 63 MHz centered at the external cavity mode, we observed resonant oscillation of the laser output power that was synchronized with the modulation, which is common in semiconductor lasers with optical feedback. However, LFF appeared for the detuned modulation frequency from an external cavity mode. It was found that the average frequency of the LFF is proportional to the detuning for higher frequency modulation than the external cavity mode frequency, whereas saturation of the average frequency of the LFF was observed for the lower-frequency modulation. LFF with injection-current modulation is important not only for fundamental chaos study but also for applications. For example, a semiconductor laser is used as a light source in optical data storage systems, and high-frequency modulation of the injection current is employed to reduce the relative intensity noise induced by optical feedback. The noise induced by optical feedback and the reduction of that noise are still important issues in this field. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The semiconductor laser used in this experiment was a singlemode GaAlAs semiconductor laser (Sharp LT024MD) that oscillated at a wavelength of 782 nm and a maximum power of 30 mW. The threshold current of the laser was I th 46.9 mA. The temperature of the laser was stabilized at 22 ± C by an automatic temperaturecontrol circuit. At and near that temperature no internal mode hopping originated from temperature f luctuation. The light emitted from the laser was divided by a beam splitter, and one of the beams was fed back to the laser cavity from the external mirror through an acousto-optic modulator that controlled the external ref lectivity of the light intensity by the applied voltage. The laser operated in a single mode without optical feedback, but under a certain ref lectivity condition it showed multimode oscillation. So we fed the other beam into a monochromator to select one of the modes. The resolution of the monochromator was 0.02 nm, which was much less than the internal laser mode separation of 0.3 nm. Throughout the experiment the fraction of the intensity ref lection into the semiconductor laser from the external mirror through the acousto-optic modulator and the other optical components was set to be ϳ8% but was not equal to the actual feedback intensity to the active region. The fraction of the feedback intensity into the active region is usually estimated to be 1͞100 of the above intensity ref lection, which was calculated from the ratio between the sizes of the active layer and the diffraction by the collimating lens and other losses of light in the optical path. The modes of the laser output power and the selected mode were checked by use of an optical spectrum analyzer. Light passing through the monochromator was detected by a high-speed photodetector, and the detected signal was directly observed with a fast digital oscilloscope or analyzed with a rf spectrum analyzer. The external cavity length was f ixed at L ϳ30 cm in this experiment. In this case the frequency that corresponds to the external cavity length is 500 MHz, but the excited frequency that is due to the external cavity mode in quasi-periodic oscillation of the laser output power is usually less than this value, which is derived from the linear stability mode condition in the presence of external optical feedback. Figure 2 shows examples of the laser output powers for the high-frequency injection-current modulation. The modulation frequency shown in Fig. 2(a) is 455 MHz, which is very close to the external cavity mode frequency of 450 MHz. The bias injection current is I 1.17I th , and the depth of the injectioncurrent modulation is 5 dBm. At the modulation frequency very close to the external cavity mode, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the internal laser mode stays almost single and the laser output power is synchronized with the modulation frequency. LFF is not observed in this state. However, the range of the modulation for the synchronized oscillation is very narrow, and it is centered about only 63 MHz at the external cavity mode frequency. The laser output power soon becomes unstable with an increase or decrease of the detuning from the external cavity mode frequency. Figure 2(b) shows an example of LFF's at the modulation frequency of 430 MHz. The time separation between the power drops in Fig. 2(b) is ϳ100 ns. The appearance of the LFF is very similar to that observed in the usual compound cavity semiconductor laser without injection-current modulation, except for the oscillation by the carrier frequency. Figure 2(c) shows another example of LFF's at the modulation frequency of 500 MHz. In Fig. 2(c) the amount of detuning is larger than in Fig. 2(b) , and frequent power drops in the laser output occur. When LFFs exist, the laser oscillates with a multimode. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the number of excited internal laser modes is approximately seven, and one of these modes corresponds to the internal mode shown in Fig. 2(a) and is selected by the monochromator for observation of LFF. The selected mode is almost the main mode. In Fig. 2 we display LFF's for only the selected internal oscillation mode. However, without the monochromator, i.e., for all oscillation modes, almost the same LFF waveform as that for the single selected mode was observed, in spite of nonnegligible powers for the submodes. The number of internal modes that are excited depends on the parameter values of the system. But once the conditions such as the external ref lectivity, the cavity length, and the bias injection current are set, this number is almost unchanged for the variations of the modulation frequency. As was already mentioned, the LFF is sensitive to the bias injection current and tends to be observed with a lower bias injection current. The bias injection currents for Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are the same as that for Fig. 2(a) .
LFF's were also investigated for the other modulation frequencies. Figure 3 shows the average frequency of LFF's for the injection-current modulation obtained by use of the rf spectrum analyzer. The conditions of the system parameters are compatible with those in Fig. 2 . As mentioned above, LFF's were not observed for the modulation only at and close to the external cavity mode frequency of 450 MHz. At the injection-current modulation detuned from the external cavity mode frequency, LFF's occur in the laser output. For the lower-frequency modulation that is less than the external cavity mode frequency, the average frequency of the LFF increases with a decrease of the modulation frequency but seems to reach a plateau with a certain frequency. On the other hand, for higher-frequency modulation than the external cavity mode frequency, the average frequency of the LFF is proportional to the detuning from the external cavity mode frequency with a slope of 4͞5. The range of the modulation in which the LFF can be observed is ϳ6100 MHz centered at the external cavity mode frequency. As the detuning from the external cavity mode frequency increases, the amplitude of the LFF gradually becomes smaller with an increase of the noise f loor of the spectrum. Over detuning of 6100 MHz, LFF's are obscured in the laser output, and the laser power is almost modulated by the modulation frequency.
We have investigated low-frequency f luctuation in semiconductor lasers with optical feedback when highfrequency injection-current modulation was applied. Synchronization of the modulation frequency was observed at and very close to the external cavity mode. Synchronization of the laser output power to the external cavity mode by injection-current modulation was discussed from the viewpoint of chaos control. 13 FF's were merged into the laser output power for detuned modulation. The average frequency of the LFF is proportional to the detuning when the frequency modulation is higher than the external cavity mode frequency. But the mechanism for the dependence of the average frequency of the LFF on the modulation frequency is not clear at present, so further study is required.
